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Best wild horses to sell rdr2

Last updated: 2019/12/3 21:19 Learn the best ways to make money red dead redemption 2 from this guide! This includes guides to hunting for profit, robbery, bank heists, and more! Check Out The Best Way to Make Money OnlinePlay Through Story MissionComplete Basic Stories MissionsStory Mission mission gives you the opportunity to earn large sums
of money from participating heists! Some of these missions will allow you to return to camp with your pockets lined with thousands of dollars. Check Out All Story Missions List HereGet Reward Side QuestsSide Quests is also a good way to get some money quickly because most have awards. There is even a side quest like the Jack Hall Gang Treasure
Stranger mission, which will have you find gold bars! Check out the All Side Flyby List of HereHelp People Out During Random EncountersGoing around cities, you're likely to get some random meetings to help some people out. It is recommended to help them, because sometimes it is quite simple and you will get paid for your services. Hunting and selling
animal meat and parts can provide a steady income for you! There are many different fish and animals that you can hunt and bring to the local trader for a good fee. Check Out Hunting Tips &amp; Tricks HereHigher Quality Meat &amp; Fishes Sell MoreThe Fresher and Cleaner Meat, the more it sells. Shot position, weapon, and meat condition play an
important role in how much meat will be sold to butchers and traders. Get specific fish in different water bodiesThere are some species of fish that you can hunt red dead redemption 2. Some live only in certain bodies of water and can be pulled only by specific baits. Check Out Fishing Tips &amp; Tricks HereTry to get Cleaner Kill better lootsArrows and small
caliber weapons are less destructive animal meat and can shoot without warning or spooking other animals in the area. Check Out Hunting Tips &amp; Tricks Here Robbery and Heists are high risk high for profit ventures! There is a risk if you get yourself a decent bounty on your head, but pull it off and you get a great payout for all your worries. In advance
during the game to get access to HeistsYou will not get ripped off trains or banks immediately into the game. You have to advance through the main story first in order to unlock bank heists and train robberies.Check Out All Story List &amp; WalkthroughRob People Items &amp; MoneyYou can also rob people you will find along the way for their money and
things. This is best done outside towns and cities or shops inside, where there is no legislation to stop you. Wearing Bandanna Stay AnonymousYou can also wear bandanna to avoid getting bounties. However, if there is a lawman that witnesses a robber, he will still chase after you, even if you are wearing a bandanna. to the sheriff's office and get some
posters you're looking for to hunt down the perpetrators. You'll Get You the arrival of criminals, whether they are dead or alive. Bring Back Criminals Alive to higher PayCriminals brought alive is worth more than bringing a corpse. It may be a little more work to keep them alive, but the payout is worth it. Catch, Tame, &amp; Sell HorsesMake, Taming Wild
Horses BusinessWild Horses roam the Red Dead Redemption Lands 2. These horses can be caught and arranged to be domesticated, then sold as horse riding horses! Tame horse forming bond with ItCapturing horse is not automatically tame. You will have to calm down and break your spirit by riding them to form a bond before selling them to
Ranches.How to get horses stolen horses won't sell at the original price of stolen horses won't sell their original value on the ranch. If you are looking for a fair profit, try to follow rare wild horses. As you get the fastest horse in your entire game, you will run through quite a few dead bodies. It is best to loot them for your money and items that you can sell later
for a quick buck! Don't Commit Murder in Cities/Cities If you're going to murder for a living, don't do it near towns and cities. This will net you a decent bounty that will exceed the amount you will receive from a dead body. Selling stolen goods on fences You can turn to your stolen goods fences for a good amount of profit after a successful robbery. Fences
can be found near urban places such as ranches or shopping posts. Find and sell gold bars for $500 each while hunting treasures in the wild west, you have the opportunity to find gold bars in this place. These gold ingots can be sold on fences for $500 each, and in most cases you will get several of these bars. Story MissionStranger Side MissionAll
Weapon ListBest Weapon RankingAll Outfit ListWeapon Stats ListRevolverPistolsRepeaterRifleShotgunBowThrowableMelee One of the most unique aspects of red dead redemption 2 game deals with horses. Of course, other video games have included horses in the past, but Red Dead Redemption 2 took the concept to use video game horses even further.
Instead of being the only way to get from point A to point B, the horse has now become Arthur Morgan's most reliable ally; a character with a personality and himself, which can determine the difference between life and early grave. Each horse has its own traits. Each breed not only comes in different colors, but also has specific strengths and weaknesses.
Each breed also has a special way in which it reacts to Arthur, although it also depends on how Arthur chooses to treat the horse. Keep the horse well nourished and feel loved, and that horse will become the most faithful friend of the game. There is also a bonding process with each horse, which can determine how that horse reacts in different situations.
Players can buy and sell horses from Arthur can also catch a catch horses in the wild, although it must capture them and tame them. Red Dead Redemption 2 has a total of 19 horse breeds. Although each horse is different, some are simply better than others. In the game there is the best horse, as well as the worst horse, although both have their pros and
cons. Here is a 19 horse rating for Red Dead Redemption 2 Ranking, Worst By Best. 19 Morgan Morgans are your typical riding horses, which means it is about everything they are good at. Although the colors of this breed Bay Roan and Palomino are in stables, Arthur can also find them in the wild, along with the bay and flax chestnut. They have average
speed and stamina, so they are suitable for short trips. However, they are not very fast, and their health is not so great. The good news is that these horses require very little maintenance and are good for pulling strollers and strollers. These horses are pretty standard and can be found almost all over the Red Dead Redemption 2 map. Morgan is probably the
first horse most players end up with the game. 18 Kentucky Saddler The next overall horse in the game is the Kentucky Saddlers, who are also riding horses. Arthur can catch Grey, Black, Chestnut Pinto, and Silver Bay coats from the wild, but Grey can also be purchased in stables. They have a very calm nature, so they are perfect for short distances. They
are also very muscular and stout, making them easy to maintain. However, they are not very fast and can not speed up too well. These horses are also quite common and can be found all over the Red Dead Redemption 2 map, making them quick and easy to capture and tame. They are only a little better than Morgan. 17 Tennessee Walker Tennessee
Walker Horses are another kind of riding horse red dead redemption 2. They have seven different fur varieties, while Red Roan, Black Rabicano, Chestnut and Dapple Bay are found in the wild. Arthur can buy Flaxen Roan steadily. The Dapple Dark Grey coat, also available from stable, is a war horse with slightly higher statistics than other coats. These
horses are strong and healthy. They also handle long distances well enough. They have a unique crib, and their gait makes them very comfortable. It's probably one of the most elegant horses that Arthur can ride, but it's still not the best. 16 Belgian Now he's on a draft horse. These are breeds that are probably tutsi horses in the game; those horses that the
player should want to pull in strollers, carts, wagons and buses. The Belgian belongs to this group of strong horses. They are firm, but they also weigh more than other horses, making them a little more difficult to manage. They have excellent health and stamina and are the fastest of horse breeds. Belgian horses are also good farm work. They are available
in the wild and come in two coats: Blond Chestnut and Mealy Chestnut. The Belgian is the horse Arthur will want for his heavy lifting and pulling. 15 Shire The other draught horse breed is the Shire. This means that these horses are also perfect for heavy pulling and pulling, so they are perfect for hooking up to wagons and trainers. They are probably one of
the strongest breeds of horses in the game, but their large size and heavy weight complicate their work. Their speed and stamina are only average, though, meaning they are hardly close to being the best horse arthur. They are also the biggest horses in the game. Shires come in three coats: Raven Black, Dark Bay and Light Grey, all available in the wild.
Raven Black Horse has slightly greater stamina than the other two. 14 Suffolk Punch Suffolk Punch is another project horse red dead redemption 2. With its dense and compact frame, it is an excellent breed for hard work on farms. These horses are also very heavy, which means that they are often difficult to manage. They can work very long hours without
being tired and are very firm and healthy. They also have good speed for their breed. However, they are a little more difficult to find, since they are available only in the wild. Suffolk Punch has two different coats: Red chestnut and acid. If Arthur needs a lot of strength and stamina, the Suffolk Punch is suitable for that job. 13 Appaloosa The next step up from
the project horse is the war horse. Take Appaloosa, for example: a breed of horses, which is perfect for almost any work required on the ranch. Blanket and leopard blanket coats are found in the wild, but Arthur can buy Leopard and Brown Leopard coats steadily. They have excellent temperaments, which means that they are easy to manage. They are also
very healthy and have good speed, agility and endurance - what is needed for a reliable working horse. If Arthur wants to horse harder tasks, Appaloosa is a good choice. They are often found in the mid-west part of the game map. 12 Nokota If it's the speed that Arthur needs, racing horses are the next best kind of horse to consider. This includes Nokota,
who has good speed and momentum, which means that Arthur can quickly escape from trouble if needed. Arthur may find Blue Roan and White Roan in the wild, but he has to buy Reverse Dapple Roan from stable. These are real horses, so they are perfect for driving at distances. They are also healthy and handle exclusively well. Most of Nokota is on the
western part of Red Dead Redemption Map 2. Reverse Dapple Roan is the best of the three coats, with much higher speeds than the other two Nokota coats. 11 Purebred breeding horses are lean, they are racing machines. Other species racing horse, this breed is produced in athletics, with great endurance, agility and acceleration. If Arthur has to sprint
short distances, thoroughbred horse is what he wants to do with. They are easy to manage, but can get a little clumsy if Arthur pushes them too far past their stamina. They have three coats: Brindle, Blood Bay and Dapple Grey. Brindle, which has the highest speed of this breed, can be purchased in stables, but others are available only in the wild. If Arthur
looks hard enough, he may also find a rare thoroughbred: Seal Brown coat. 10 American Standardbred Another horse, which is perfect for racing or fast driving over distances, is an American standard. These horses are lean and agile, with great endurance and acceleration. They come in four coats: Palomino Dapple, Silver Tail Buckskin, Black, and
Buckskin. While Silvertail Buckskin and Palomino Dapple can be purchased in stables, Black and Buckskin can only be captured in the wild. They can maintain fast pace for a long time and are easily trained. But they have their drawbacks: they are timid creatures, and loud noises can scare them and make them act wrong. However, they are one of the
fastest Red Dead Redemption 2 horse breeds. 9 American Paint American Paint horses are solid working horses, ready to deal with any task for them. They stand out from other horses, however, due to their uniquely patterned coats. Although they may not accelerate very well, they have amazing stamina with average speed and health. American Paint
horses are very intelligent and easy to care for, so they are perfect for ranch work. These horses also have an excellent personality, so they are perfect for Arthur. Overo and Tobiano coats roam wild ready to get caught by Arthur. It is also very rare splashed white coat wandering around the game map for those who can find it. Gray Overo coat can be
purchased in stables. 8 Hungarian halfbred When it comes to battle, a good war horse is always a great choice for Arthur. In this case, consider the Hungarian half-bred, a strong breed that has good health and stamina. Although these horses are slow, with low speed and acceleration statistics, they have a fearless personality, for which they are perfect for
any fight. These horses also handle really well. Although they are healthy, they are less healthy than other war horse breeds. Flaxen Chestnut and Piebald Tobiano coats live in the wild, but the Dapple Dark Grey coat can be purchased in stables. These horses also have a large solid body, so they are perfect for going to battle. 7 Mustang Mustang is a horse
that is good for various tasks, be it race, war, or work. This universal breed has high health and endurance, although Speed doesn't put them in the category as fast as a typical racing horse. They have personalities that make them happy to ride and are durable. They also do not frighten easily. If this is a reusable horse Arthur needs, the Mustang is the only
breed he's looking for. Grullo Dun, Wild Bay and rare Tiger Striped Bay coats are found in the wild: these are not horses, you are in the stables. Arthur can find mustangs in the western part of the Rev Dead Redemption 2 map. 6 Dutch Warmblood Dutch Warmblood horses are among the laziest and toughest horses in the working horse category. These
creatures have excellent endurance, average speed and health. However, they do not have a good acceleration, which means that they are not good for racing. Seal Brown, Sooty Buckskin and Chocolate Roan coats can be purchased in stables. There is also a very rare coat, Cremello, which is only available in the wild for those who can find it and tame it.
These horses have a solid body attached to long legs. They are also agile, making them easy to manage. If Arthur needs a reliable workhorse, Dutch Warmblood is the breed he will want to get. 5 Andalusian Andalusian horse breed is bred for war. The compact frame makes it extremely strong as well as very powerful. These war horses have excellent
health and stamina, but they are not made for racing: their speed and acceleration statistics are low. They have beautiful thick manoeuvres with tall, muscular bodies. They are also well managed, so they are ideal for fighting. Although they are not fast, they also travel well over long distances. They are also not scared too easily. They come in two coats:
Dark Bay and Rose Gray, both of which can be purchased in stables. Andalusia is one tough horse with an aggressive personality, which means that they are not only well suited for war, but also hunting. 4 Ardennes Some of the most well-built horses for fighting and war belong to the Ardennes breed. They have excellent health and stamina, but like other
war horses, they tend to have low speed and acceleration. They are some of the most difficult breeds of horses in the game, but they handle well, especially under pressure, which is important when going to battle. These horses are also very brave: they rarely get excited, even when fighting. They come in two coats: Bay Roan and Strawberry Roan. Both
coats can be purchased in stables throughout the game. Strawberry roan is the healthiest of the two, but also the most expensive. Arthur can't go wrong though. 3 Missouri Fox Trotter The Missouri Fox Trotter actually falls into two different horse categories: race and work. Correctly, this breed is fast and robust, making it one of the best Red Dead
Redemption 2 horses. It is a well-rounded breed with an excellent personality and can give Arthur The only horse he will ever need in the game. They are powerful horses with great stamina, but they also have a good speed and a live trough that will help Arthur travel further, faster. The two coats are Amber Champagne and silver Dapple Pinto, both of which
are available to buy in stables around the game map. This breed also provides a smooth and comfortable riding experience. 2 Turkoman Another horse, which is good for both racing and work, is a Turkoman breed. These horses have excellent health, endurance and speed, which means they can manage long distances efficiently, as well as some work,
such as towed carts. These slender horses are also very agile, which means that they handle very well. But these horses come with a warning: they can get eager, so it is best that they do not wait too long in one place. Dark Bay, Gold, and silver coats are all available for purchase in stables, but they cost Arthur quite a penny: these horses cost $950 each.
They are worth it, though, because of their multilevel status. 1 Arab Arabian Breed is a horse of players who want absolutely the best horse Red Dead Redemption 2. These horses have a fiery personality, making them difficult to tame, but when they are sorted out, they are the only horse Arthur will ever want or will need. These horses are well managed and
are loyal to the failure. Arabic is generally considered the richest people in the game and can cost more than $1000 each. They have good health, stamina, speed and acceleration and are very intelligent. Black and Rose Gray Bay coats are available in stables, but the absolute best, a rare white arab, is only available in the wild. These horses are also very
easy to train. --- What horse are you using Red Dead Redemption 2? Let us know in the comments! Another Top 10 TV show from the 2000's Netflix Watch, By IMDb Related Topics Lists red dead redemption 2 About Author Robin Burks (720 articles published) Robin Burks is an entertainment and science/technology writer, also published by the author,
passionate con-goer and costumer/cosplayer. She currently writes about pop culture and entertainment ScreenRant.com, but has also written TechTimes.com and DVICE.com. Robin is also the author of a series of speculative fiction novels: Zeus, Inc.; Hekate curse; and Go Titans. Indie Reader in 2014 named the protagonist Alex Grosjean as one of the top
five smart, strong and relative female characters in the series. The series was also inducted into the 2018 Darrell Awards Coger Hall of Fame in Memphis, TN. Since then she has released her fourth novel Madame Vampire and is currently producing several young adult novels. Robin, who currently lives in Missouri with his five cats, loves everything in
French and has a serious obsession with Doctor Who. Visit Robin's website for more about about literary work or contact it. More from Robin Burks Burks
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